BASIC BUILDING,
or,
Tips Toward More Rocket Fun
by Bunny
Now that wi n,ter is upon
us, it/s time to start doing
two things.
(a)
Asking
Santa for
all the hobby
goodies we want to see underthe tree, and (b) getting
ready for the next flying
season.
Hopefully,
this
short serie~ of
articles
will benefit you old and new
NI RA member-s •
We /11
be
trying to print even more
Simple,
easy to
remember
tips and
hints
for more
enjoyable
flying
in later
issues.
While
some
nuts
will
jgnore Ric Gaff/s advice to
stay inside 40r the winier,
mos t of us pu t the trusty:
1 auncher away,. ' WAlT! Before,
you do,-check
things o~er.
Are your wires
shot
to
pieces?
Are your battery
cl ips rusted
and
poorly,
at.t ache d? Have your micro
c l ips seen better
days?
1
know mine have.
How ,about
spending
a
few
minutes,
cleaning
up that mess and
repairing the abuse of the
long flying season?
Not enouQh launch system
left to s;lvage?
Why not
take the easy way out and
look
through
the
Estes
catalo~,and ask· Santa. for a
new one?
I'd suggest
the
"Astron
Launch
Conirol
£ystemu•
It
uses a car,
lantern or Gel-cell
battHY
for power.
Those
prOVIde
more power than the alka.1ine
battee,ry powered
launchers.
You'll
have
fewer
frustrating
misfires.
lts
wire is heavier guage stuff~
too, so it'll last longer.
Launch, s)'stem OK,
you
say, but the batteries have
had it? Try getting one of
those
nifty
Gel-Cell
batteries.
A g~od ~C hobby

shop has them and chargers
for them. A good qual ity 6
volt, 'I amp-hour cell and
charger wi 11 run abou t $:l5.
, It) s che ap.er- to use those AA
cells,
but
remember
all
those
non-launches
at
Ackerman Park this summer?
You really don't want to do
that .aqa in ,
A
rel iable
power
source
is
a
r~cketeer's best friend.
While cleaning the launch
system,
check
out
the
la~ncher as well • Clean off
all that exhaus t residue.
It's
terribly
corrosive,
especially to metal.
Your
launch
rod
and
blast
deflector will be hgrody to
the max" next
spring if you
don't clean up now. tf your
launch rod is rusty or bent,
replace
it .with 1/B11 d i a ,
steel music
wire.
It's
available
at
good
hobby
shops.
You can get 3/16"
d ia.
as we 11. If you're
really
tired of
cleaning
launch rods at every laun-ch,
go to a good welding shop
.and get somestainhss
steel
rods. They never rust, and
can be purchased in lengths
longer than 36n•
Everybody can use motors,
r ioh t?
OK, so pu t some, on
Sa~ta/s list. If you have
motors lef1 over, it pays to
store
them right for the
winter.
Ask Mom to ,let you
have an empty coffee can and
plastic
1 id.
These
are
great storage
containers.
They keep engines
dry, and
dry eng ines wo,rk be Her.
If
you pu tal abe 1 on the 1 i d
with the engines
1 ist&d on
it,
you
don't have
to
rummag.e thr-u the can to see
if you have a B6-4 for your
Star.burst Spec ia l" •
Your
engjne
list will be right
there for you.
II

kicked. around
thee basement
and Qarage
th~s winter.
If
you lab~l the box"you'll
be
able to find
it and be
completely
ready
to truck
out to the. launch field corne
spr Lngt ime.
Lastly, you should
1001<
over .your
flee t n • Broken
fins, smashed
body tubes,
~issing
launch
lugs
and
forgotten.> decals
are
all
good canadates to start your
winter building session.
If
you fix all those tangled,
burned
and
"shroud-l i ne-mi ss i nq"
parachutes", nOW,
YOll
can
s t.oM away good,
fIxable.
models fo.r next year's first
launch.
Reviewing
t~e
status of your models
is
also a good way to list
either parts or kits Santa
coul d put ih the s t oc k in.g
for you.
II

Now ,that we/ve cleaned up
this
flYing
season's
activity, and prepared
our
1 i.st for Santa,
we'll move
on
to
our
warm,
cozy
workShop.
Ne.x tissue
we'll
d iscus s bui 1 ding, ·better I< i is
and mak iog your own kits.
Till
then,
dodge
them
snowfl ake s .
===-
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If yoU take
launcher,
launch system,
battery
and
motors
and store them in a
s.ing1e box, they won~t
get

BASIC FI NISHING
YOU R MOD EL'S NOT DON E UNT IL ITS F'rNISHED
A lot 04 NIRA ~e~bers come out
to launches ~ith unpainted rockets
or ~ith models given just a heavy
coat 04 a single color. While it's
al~ays nice to get out and fly your
ne~ creation, taking a bit more time
can result in a ~odel guarenteed to
turn head on NIRA's range or better
yet, ~in ~
"Model of the Month"
honors at our next ~eeting. It's
not that difficult to get a good
finish on your ~odels. It takes &
little patience and the few tricks
of the trade we"ll be outlining
here.
To start with, take your time
in the basic construction. If you
drip glue all oyer your body tube,
or don't cut out your fins straight,
no amount of careful paint work will
hide those mistakes. Use only the
amount of glue necessary, and watch
where it goes. If you do get some
Titebond or Eimers where you
shouldn't, don't despair. Get a
damp paper towel and wipe it up
before it sets. A damp towel won't
harm your model and will clean
things up nicely. If you're using
epoxy, thinner will work the s~e
trick.
Your model will look much
bettl!r if you fill in the seams of
the body tube. Two ways exists for
doing this. The traditional way is
to paint repeated coats of sanding
sealer onto the seams until you get
everything filled in. A 4aster way
would be to use some putty to fill
it in. Most scale model builders
suggest you use Squadron Shop "Green
Putty". You can buy it at Squadron
Shop's store at North and B3, or in
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other hobby stores around
Chicagoland. Use only the .mount yoU
need to 4ill in the gap, and don't
try to do the entire se.m at once.
Work a little bit at a time and
don't hurry. "Green Putty" dries
hard as a brick, and you'd rather be
41ying than sanding, wouldn't you?
When your assembly is finished,
and you've filled in the seams (or
chosen to ignore them), give the
model a through going over. Any
larger gaps or holes can be filled
in with more putty or some spackle
(!). Sand the entire model lightly
with some 329 or 499 grit
sandpaper. Caerfully wipe the model
down with a dry rag or tack cloth.
Then get ready for the "patience"
part.

Sanding sealer is a must to
fill in balsa grain. You can buy
commercial sanding sealer, or make
your own. To make sealer, take some
baby powder (just 1ike that you
powder your chutes with) and mix it
with dope thinner. When you get a
4airly large amount mixed in, mix in
enough dope to thicken the mixture.
Viola! Instant sanding sealer!
Brush the sealer on in a 4airly
heavy coat and let it dry
throughly. Sand nearly all of the
4irst coat 04f. You aren't trying
to build up a thick layer of goop
allover your model. You're trying
to fill in the low spots. Repeat
the procedure with progressively
thinner coats and lighter sandings.
When you're satisfied, you can
quit. Perfectionists have gone
through as many as eight coats of
this torture!

A4ter you're perfectly
satisfied with your surface, try one
last look at the bird. Hold it up
to the light at different angles and
you'll quickly see where the sur4ace
imperfections are. A base coat of
paint will also help point out bad
spots. Silver paint is particularly
good for showing up flaws. Light
gray, 41at white or rust are also
good base colors.
14 you're spray painting, put
paint on in light, even coats.
Don't try to cover everything at
once. When painting a multiple
color paint job, start with the
lightest color first. They're the
easiest to cover up later. If your
bird is going to be yellow, blue and
black, paint it in that order.
When masking, be ~areful.
Masking tape is pretty sticky stuf4,
partcularly with enamal paints like
Testors. Try reducing its stickiness
by tearing off a piece of tape and
sticking it to your pants leg a
couple of times before yOU stick it
to the rocket. I've also been told
dra4ting tape, sold in artist supply
shops, is good for ~asking
purposes. In all cases your base
coat should be throughly dry be40re
you try to mask. Krylon paints are
particularly 4ast drying. Testors
will take at least a day to dry out,
so beware!

--~~--------------
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A potentially faster approach
may be expoy paint. I used this on
the origina
is Old Rocket", and
40und it to fill in grain faster
than you could say "I'm out of
sandpaper, Mom." It added a lot of
weight, and the paint isn't cheap,
but if you're in a hurry, it ~ay be
the ticket.
Another 4ast way to 4ill in
those nasty 4ins is to simply rub in
some baby powder into the fins, then
paint on clear dope. I've use this
~ethod more than the home-brew
sanding sealer, and Iike it a lot.
Try both before you stick to anyone
method.

--Jr--
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DEAR MR. KNOW-IT-ALL
by Larry Mika

Dec&ls, if &ppl ied, ~hould
follC1111
the kit instructions. I
don't use &ny f&ncy ·dec&l setting
solutions·. These che~ic&ls are
supposed to ~ake dec&ls go around
curves and irregularities a lot
better. Hod.l rockets don't h&ve
that many sharp surfaces, so I'll
save my money, th&nk you. Blot off
any excess water &fter the dec&ls'
&pplic&tion. A coat of cle&r,
either Clearcoat or Dullcoate, will
help hold things in place.

II

Dear Mr. Know-It-All: How
can
I keep
the
fins
from
jumping
off my high power
birds?
Well, Rocky, I have a few
tricks
up my sleve for you.
Fins shread due to high shear
stresses
at
the
root
edge.
The stress
is a result
of
vibrations
and fin drag, and it
can break either
the glue or
the fin.
You can reduce the
shear
stresses
by increasing
the area of contact at the fin
root.

When taking the birdie out to
the field, haul some paper tCllllels
around to clean it off after the
flight. The only re&ly tough
substance to clean up is ·tr&cking
pCllllder·,
pCllllered
chalk used in
tr&cking euents. Jedi George
conquered that with a heavy Windex
spraying, something that shouldn't
hurt if you put on that clear
finishing coat. Otherwise, & little
water and some elbCIIII
grease should
fix up any stains from the field.

You
can
do
this
by
increasing
the
length
or
thickness
of the fins, any by
using
thicker
fillets.
Remember,
the fillets
must
bond to the body tube and
fins.
Use a double titebond
glue joint, then fillet several
times
until
the
fillets
are
about 1/8" thick.
If you use
epoxy, you must do it all at
once, because two coats won't
bond to each ot her.

Hope this has provided you with
some hints towards better looking
rockets. Let's see your special
creation flying at the NIRA range
this summer, especially at Labor
Day!,
~

Another way to try is the
"rivet" method.
Poke tiny pin
holes in the body tube along
the fin and fillet lines.
When
glue runs through the holes, a
tiny rivet forms to hold the
fin attached.
Also,
use
a
razor blade to make shallow
diagonal cuts in the fin root.
These
two steps
give
more
area for the glue to bond.

•

<

My favorite
technique
is
to slit the outside body tube,
and glue the fins directly
to
the motor tube.
(See FPSM
plans in the Jan./Feb.
1985
issue.)
This forms sort of an
"I beam", and is very strong.
Remember,
Rocky,
it's
stress,
force divided by area,
that causes
failure,
not just
force.
So increasing
the fin
root area decreases
stress and
your fins stay on!
Get
questions

all
your
to me!!!

burning
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./ T CAN BE OONE ./

/ The first club 1 was a member of
was SCAM in Ft. Wayne. It was a good
club with goodM some what crazy,
people. One thing we did the first
few years <the early 1970's) was fly
in the Winter. It took us several
years to realize what a mistake that
is!
For those of you who want to fly
in Winter, here is my best advise.
FORGEi:TIT!! Take my word for it. It's
miserable! But if you're as gung-ho
as we were, here is some second best
advice.
(1) Dress warmly. This sounds
obvious (at least it should) but you
would be amazed at how many people
don't.
(2) Have a warm place to prep
models or at least a place out of the
wind (a car is a good spot). A warm
place to retreat to when you get too
cold is also good. We had a Mac's
nearby.

(4) Your rockets will need extr-a
care. Balsa and plastic tend to get
brittle when they get cold (As a
matter of fact, so do n. Fins tend to
break real easy. Hot Stuff and epoxy
won't work worth a darn.
(5) Parachutes have to be kept
warm or they'll take a "set", and
freeze into position. Leaving a model
on the pad too long is a good way to
test those brittle fins!
(6) Batteries have to be kept
warm, too. Otherwise, they/re not
going to have the power to launch your
model. A car battery is usually the
only exception to this rule.
(7) Finally, stay home ~ Watch the
A-Team, read a book, build a rocket,
read your Leading Edge, do your
homework (horrors~), do anyth~in-g~b-ut~
forget flying rockets till it gets
warmer.

(3) Pick a reasonably warm day.
If the temperature drops below
freezing, forget it.

January 1971. These guys came from Ohio to fly rockets and
a "concrete block", It flew like one too!

1111.'.11
111'11
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'I.II.IGI
by Lawrence Berctni

Recently, I had the opportunity
to build several Estes kits.
These ranged from Skill Level 1
to Skill Level 4, but all
required techniques that I'd
like to pass along.

Most kits now come with
die-cut balsa fins. When you
get to the step in the
instructions where you remove
the fins from the sheet, take
a little time to trace the
patterns on to index cards.
Label the grain direction and
number of times this pattern
is needed for this model. The
fin marking guide should also
be saved.
Label the index
cards and marking guide with
the name of the model and put
them in an envelope, also
labeled with the kit's name.

This only takes a few minutes
to do, but can be very helpful.
As I built an SR-71and was in
the process of gluing on the
bottom rudders.
I realized I
had lost one, but not until I'd

glued the
first
one on.
Fortunately, I had a pattern
traced, so I could make a
replacement.

Some kits come with shock cord
anchors printed on index card
stock.
Throw them away!
They are too thick to work
with. Other kits come with the
shock cord anchors printed
onto the middle of the fin
marker guide.
The kind of
paper is OK, but using it will
ruin the marking guide.

An inexpensive and workable
paper for shock cord anchors
is from a standard brown
paper grocery bag. Copy the
kit pattern onto the brown
paper, cut out and prefold,
then smear on the glue. Once
the glue gets a bit tacky,
assemble the mount with the
shock cord in place.
Then,
since the paper is soft and
pliable, it can be easily shaped
to the curvature of the tube.
That way. when glued in place.
the mount will create a secure
bond
with
a
mmnaum
obstruction inside the tube.

Once the model is complete,
we're at
the
step
most
modelers
rush
through:
finishing.

Equal care should be made for

as was for construction. When
applying fillercoat or sanding
sealer, apply carefully! Apply
the sealer smoothly and evenly
over the balsa surface just as
if it were a paint job.
The
better you apply the sealer,
the easier the sanding will be.
Sanding off a thick drop of
sealer can be done, but you
will almost assuredly sand too
much off the surrounding area
in the process.

Avoid getting sealer on plastic
parts.
However, it is good to
put sealer on body tubes.
In
fact, a coat of sealer on a
tube and sanding smooth not
only enhances the finished
appearance, it improves paint
adhesion and makes color
masking easier.

On the topic of masking, let's
not forget the greatest boon
to
spray
painting
ever
invented: coupon inserts.
In
your Sunday Tribune comes a
handful
of
glossy
paper
advertisements with clip out
coupons. If you don't need to
save 50 cents on Kibbles and
Bits, save that whole sheet for
masking materiat
Many kits, like the Sizzler.
Wizard and Phaser, require
large portions of the model be
masked off while a second
color is applies.
Use that
advertisement
to cover all
areas

Mr. Strata (can't)

to be left unpainted.
Do not
try to get by with masKing
only the part adjacent to the
color.
Overspray is creative
and will get on the rest of the
model. The nice thing about
glossy paper is that its ink
won't rub off on the model, it
won't let paint soak through,
and it's cheap!

Plastic
parts
make model
building easier but require an
extra step during painting.
Suppose you paint your Big
Bertha all yellow. Because the
plastic nose cone is somewhat
translucent,
the model will
actually appear to be two
different shades of yellow as
the light "leaks" through the
nose cone.

To prevent this, I always use a
dark primer coat on my models.
Since I use Krylon paint on my
sport models, I use their grey
sandable primer which covers
well and can even be buffed
with steel wool to achieve an
ultra-smooth
finish
before
applying final colors.

Here's another nose cone hint.
Before painting, slide the cone
up out of the body tube just a
little bit, no more than liB
inch.

Just a little bit of color paints
the shoulder of the cone, but
doesn't interfere with the nose
sliding off and on. I do this
because models, particularly
ones painted in dark colors
look less realistic
if the
glaring white plastic shoulder
peeks out of the tube.

Finally, the finishing touches,
the decals.
Kit decals will
usually have their clear film
extend well beyond the edges
of the colored part. When the
decal is a roll pattern or is to
be applied to a large flat area,
there is not problem.
But
whenever the color area is to
fit within the outlines of the
model. the clear film becomes a
pain.

For
example,
the
Nova
Payloader has decals which fit
exactly within the shape of
the fin tips. To aid in fitting
these decals in, remove them
from the decal sheet with a
SHARPknife and straight edge,
cutting just a hair outside the
color lines. Apply these decals
as you would normally.

Author with Mickey Roc at
NARAM-24.

Making chutes: a tedious but
necessary
part
of
model
rocketry.

There you have it, some hints
from Mr. Strate's Workbench. I
hope these hints will help make
your building easier and give
you better results.

Oops!Something to avoid.

BASIC TIPS FOR PLASTIC MODEL CONVERSION
by Bunny

With
MWRC and NARAM
both sporting
Plastic
Model
Conversion
(PMC) as events,
you need to s tart
planning
for
this
difficul
t event.
Difficulties
begin when you
s tart
thinking
about three
engine clusters
and worrying
about tiny details
on your
model.
PMC isn't
difficult
if"you stick to model rocket
basics
and
strive
for
reliability.
When you dash off to
the hobby shop searching
for
a conversion,
ask
three
questions
of every kit you
examine.

Can I make it stable?
Is there room f"or a
recovery device?
Is it light enough?
Stabilizing
a PMC is
your
top priority.
There
are
three
methods
for
achieving
stability.
The
classic
"add a lot of nose
weight" works well for most
jets
like the F-104 or F-16
(i.e.
move the center
of
gravi ty (CG) forward until
the model is stable).
I
prefer
lead
or solder
for
weight.
You can pack in a
lot
in a small
space.
A
second method is to attach
either
clear
or opaque
plastic
fins to the rear to
provide
more
fin
area.
(i.e.
move the center
of
pressure
(CP)
rearward)
This method is popular with
older rocket and sci-fi
kits.
A final CHADmethod
involves extending
the body
tube out beyond the plastic
model itself.
The model
itself
acts like "fins"

while you put a lot of nose
weight
in the body tube,
jus t like
a regular
model
rocket.
Judges aren't
too
fond of this method.
To find the CP of your
model,
use the "cardboard
cutout"
method.
Trace the
outline
of your PMC onto
some stiff
cardboard.
Cut
out the outline
and balance
it on a ruler.
Where the
outl ine balances
is a rough
estimate
of
your
CP
location.
As long as the CG
is ahead of this point (i.e.
towards
the
nose),
your
model
will
probably
be
stable.
Now
we
turn
to
recovery.
PMC' s are
probably
disqualified
more
for
recovery
failures
than
for any other reason.
They
are heavy models and are no
place
to
be
using
an
undersized
parachute.
Damage on landing means lost
points
and a repair
job for
the next meet.
You can avoid lots
of
recovery problems by picking
the
right
model.
I've
converted
1/72 scale
jets
and they're
cute,
but you
really
have to squeeze
in
the chute.
The 1/48 scale
ki ts have much more room;
I'd
recommend this
size
to
beginners.
Recovery system
room isn't
usually
a problem
with 1/32 scale models; they
are HUGE!
One novel
way to
more "room"
in a kit
suggested by John Beach.
converted
the 1/48 scale

get
was
He

Mirage
2000
into
a
"Batplane"
with some clever
detailing.
But since
the
Mirage's
cockpit
was
narrower
than
the BT-20
used
to hold
the engine,
John simply made the wing
his "nosecone".
By blowing
off
the
entire
wing
section,
John
used
the
entire
forward half of the
fuselage
for
parachute
storage
and simplified
his
conversion.
Lawrence
Bercini
considered
doing
the same thing with his F16.
A visit
to "Weight
Watchers" is next.
Plastic
is a lot heavier than paper
and balsa.
Many PMC's are
unde rpowered,
and while
they
might
work on calm
days,
they crash
in windy
weather.
So heed
this
advice.
Take all
your
plastic
kit
parts,
tubes,
nose
weight,
recovery
system,
engine,
etc.
and
weigh
them all
together.
Now divide the total weight
by the number of Newtonseconds
your
motor
provides.
If the ratio
is
over 15 grams per Newtonsecond, consider
increasing
your
engine
power or get
another
model.
You can
also
consider
lightening
the bird by eliminating
all
unnecessary
parts.
Two
tips
launch
lugs and
your
body
tube
model.

concern
centering
in
the

Launch lugs should be
for 3/16" rods or larger.
Why?
Because
they're

BASIC TIPS FOR PMC

(con't)

stiffer,
larger
rods will
insure a straighter
start
to
your fl igh t.
Launch lugs
should be placed parallel
to
the body tube holding
the
engine and as close to that
tube as possible.
There's
less
chance
of binding
on
the rod that way.
Sometime
kits
contain
internal
bulkheads
that can
be used to center
the body
tube in the model.
Just cut
or drill
out a hole to the
correct
size.
While you can
also make your own bulkheads
from
plastic
sheet
or
plywood,
I gave that
up a
long
time ago.
I simply
wrap 1/4" wide masking tape
around the tube until
I've
got a ring that works.
This
method
leaves
some gaps
between
the
irregular
surfaces
of the model, but
so what?
With some epoxy

fillets
on each side
ring,
the tube isn't
to move anywhere.

of the
going

When
you're
done
installing
all the goodies,
it's
time
to paint.
I
recommend
"Squadron
Shop
Green
Pu t ty"
to fill
in
seams and spray paints.
Use
a base coat of paint before
you put on the final
coats,
and remember
to spray
on
light
even coats.
Trying to
paint a plastic
model all at
once means runs and drips.
If you want to add details,
raid
your
spare
decal
collection.
Decals can be
cleverly
used to hide your
mis takes
and break up the
dullness
of even a one color
paint job.
For
flight,
double
check
the recovery
system
and make sure it's
up to the

shock
of ej ection.
Prep
carefully;
I once lost
a
chance
at a NARAMplace
simply
because
I spit
my
engine.
Powder your chute
well
and use sufficient
wadding.
Whenever
you think
about
PMC, remember that
many
flights
are
disqualified
for
basic
model
rocket
mistakes.
Anything you do to improve
the
reliabili
ty of the
model will
work to your
advantage.
And never give
up.
PMC can be a lot of
fun and provide your fleet
with some models you can't
get anywhere else.
(And I thought all you
had to do was ream out the
middle and stick a tube in!
-- Barb)
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.1'11"
or h01l1 to keep your rockets
look.ing great by Douglas M.
MacMillan
Let's face it. We all put in a
wealth of time and effort into
produces these sky piercing
devices we call model rockets.
Why in the world should we
then
resort
to sometimes
careless
or even concealed
storage of these objects of
our labor and pleasure.
We shouldn't!
After all, we
launch them and recover them
intact,
including the spent
engines.
And there's the
answer to storage problems
you've been seeking all the
time - the spent engine.
Think for a second. Nothing,
but nothing, fits your rocket's
engine holder better.
Don't
trash that smelly little tube
just because its active job is
done. Give it a passive job to
last years longer and help
protect the bird it powered
aloft.
First, clean
test tube or
brush will
residue that
out.

it up.
A simple
baby bottle nipple
scrub out the
can't be shaken

Sand the nozzle end l1ghtly to
remove residue and you're
ready to get full value out of
that engine.
Give the star of your rocket
team its own special stand.
Square a 2x6 to 2x6x6, then
.mark the top with a big "H".
Mark each leg of the H 1 3/4"
from the center.
With these
four points, mark out the
resulting square. Carefully cut
along these lines to form a
chopped pyramid (See figure A).
Sand and stain or paint as
you wish.
Coax a four penny, cement
coated nail through the nozzle
from inside a spent engine.
Center the nail on the stand.
Using a pin punch. nail the
casing to the block.
Letter
your rocket's name on one
slanted face. Paint the lower
part of the casing flat black.
Let dry and display your
rocket. Your "star" now has a
stand to shine on!
An alternative to nailing is to
use a 16 x I" wood screw
through the nozzle and screw
the casing into the base. Or
prior to painting, glue the
casing on. You'll have to mask
the base before painting the
casing flat black.
If you're
really in a hurry, go CHAD
(Cheap and Dirty - Bunny). Cut
a square piece of 2x4, locate
the center and hot glue the
casing to the block!

Be Imaginative!
Many Items
can readily be transformed into
a display stand.
If you have
as many rockets as I do,
consider using a bookshelf
from a shelving unit. Arrange
your models in a pleasing
display, then mark, the shelf.
Nail, screw or glue spent
engines in place.
If you're
careful about placement, fins
won't overlap, and two or more
models can be nested close to
each other.
Birds like the Big Bertha are
taller
than
single
engine
support due to their swept
fins. Glue two casing together
after the first is attached to
the stand.
Rockets which look like jets
present other problems. They
look
better
displayed
horizontally.
Figure Band C
show some solutions.
Figure B's stand is Simple. The
body tube support is just a
split section of scrap tube
that steadies the rocket. The
wire hook can fit in a launch
lug or around a fin to keep
the rocket from sliding back.
Try the stand in Figure C if
you want to get fancy.
Get
some plastic model airplane
wheels and landing gear. glue
them to a sheet of 112"
plywood or 110&balsa. Attach
some body tube supports to
them.
Then paint the base like a
runway, with runway numbers,
lights, etc.
Stand back and
enjoy the oh's and ah's for
both your model and display
stand.

Figure A

A final tip if you build models
from mini-engine to D. Use the
mini casings when you nail or
glue them into place. Standard
engines can then be slip fitted
over the mini's, and D's can be
slipped over the standard
casings. Now you can change
your stand at your heart~
content.

-figure B

For those 8horizontal8 jobs!

Come on! Display your models
with pride!

Figure C

Mark as for runway; paint
lights on sides.

'me' photo shovs wHat I tound to be
ttle '!jest way;to attach m.cro clip ••
The wire i. soldered to ttie bottom side
ot tHe clip.
On tHe top ot the clip, at
ttte wiN location, are two small metal
ta1:iB.
These are '!jent over the ineulat'ion
using- pliers.
'!'his acts as a strain
reliet tor longer life.

Model airplane landing
glued into place.

gear

Speaking of clean launch equipment,
keeping )'OUrmicro-clip8 clean i8 80
important that ,.00. should do it regularly.
and often.
A small piece of tolded
8andpaper is a .heap and easy "'y to do
tti1iJ. A long lasting alternative
is a
auto ignition" points tile,
about $1.50
at' auto parts stores.
ilventua11y, no matter how otten 1'ou'
cleaJl' ttieDr, 70\1'11 ha_e to replace the
clips.
Inexpensive replacement8 are
availa~le trom electronics
distribut.re.
Radio Shack sells a pack ot ten microclips tor *1.09. a much improved price
over "two tor $.50"!

--------------------------------SUPER

(Editor's
Note:
Bunny
copied this useful article from
the
COMPUSERVE's
"ModelNet"
Bulletin
Board.
Thanks to Bunny and Fred for
a really
helpful
article.
Jedi)

by Fred Fischer
COMPUSERVE IDII 70655,404

contradictory,
but
I
must
point out that ZAP CA does
have its uses in limited areas
and circumstances.

T

THICK: Slo Zap, Slow Jet,
Hot Stuff Special T.

ZAP A GAP helps do the
big
jobs
of
reinforcement.
On fins and lugs, I use it
instead
of white glue fillets.
On engine mounts, I use it as
the primary glue for assembly
and
reinforcement
on tubes
. and
centering
rings.
Wherever a space needs to be
filled,
ZAP A GAP fills the
bill.
I have even used it to
fill
gaps
and
scratches
in
plastic
for smoother
finishes.
However,
it is difficult
to
sand and requires
a good deal
of effort to polish it properly
on plastic.

ACCELERATORS:
Zip Kicker,
Hot Shot, Jet Set.
I used products
made by
Pacer
Technology:
ZAP CA,
ZAP A GAP, SLO ZAP, ZIP
KICKER and Z-7 DEBONDER.
ZAP
CA
is
the
most
familiar
kind of quick drying
glue.
Applied
sparingly
to
parachute
shroud
line
connections,
it
virtually
eliminates
recovery
failures.
I also use it on shock cord
knots to prevent
them
from
coming loose, or to make a
quick
fix
if
the
rubber
bre~ks.
When
assembling
engrne mounts,
I use ZAP CA
to "t ac k'' pieces
.
together
once,
I am
satisfied
with
their
positioning.
It has also been
used to fix broken fins in the!
field.
ZAP
disadvantages
fast
on
adjustment,
very brittle,

CA's
main
are drying
too
items
needing
e.g.,
fins,
being
failing to bridge

Another advantage
of using
. th~se
glues
is
their
light
weight.
I built
two
Estes
Alpha
III ki ts,
one
using
aliphatic
glue and the other
using
all
of
the
aforementioned
glues.
The
quick
glue rocket
ended
up
after
painting
about
1/2 oz.
lighter than the conventionally
built
rocket.
It
translated
into flights that were on the
av~rage
about 10% higher in
altitude
using
simultaneous
launches and engines from the
same
package.
It may not
seem
like
much,
but
for
contests,
that
can
be
a
winning edge.

SLO ZAP is better
suited
for many jobs in assembly.
It
takes 2 to 5 minutes for SLO
ZAP to set.
You have time
to
position
each
piece
precisely.
I use it for launch
l!-,g placement,
building engine
mounts,
assembly
of
nose
cones and scale fixtures,
and
making
permanent
repairs
"back at the base".
SLO ZAP
is a little
thicker
in density
and adheres
well to porous
materials.

Jet

GAP FILLING: Zap A Gap,
Super Jet, Hot Stuff Super

Z-7
DEBONDER
removes
dried quick glues from work
surfaces
and your
skin.
If
you d~n't like the work you
Just did or you accidentally
attach
yourself to the model
this stuff will save the day. '

gaps
in
joints,
and
bad
adhesion
when
applied
in
quantity
to porous wood and
paper.
It
sounds

After
some
extensive
testing,
I have found a set of
super
glues
(alphacyanoacr ylates)
that
really do a job for 1/2A to C
powered
model
rockets.
You'll find different
brands of
super
glues
at
your
local
hobby shop.
Basically,
they
al~ come
.in. three
grades:
thin,
gap-filling,
and
thick.
Some
common
brand
names
and grades include:

THIN: Zap, Hot Stuff,

GLUES FOR MODEL ROCKETRY

I

I noticed that once I have
achieved a good fit with SLO
ZAP
or
ZAP
A
GAP
.
' I
'sometimes
bump
the
pieces
out
of
alignment.
ZIP
KICKER
is
a
curing
accelerator
for all of these
glues.
It comes
in a pump
spray
bottle
for
easy
application.
A light mist on
the joint
will cause
instant
curing
of the
quick
glues.
It's a real time saver when
you are working
to finish a
model on a deadline!

WARNING ABOUT ALL OF
THESE
GLUES!!!
They
can
cause eye irritation
and can
bond body tissue
in seconds.
Don't ever open a bottle
of
these
glues
while
looking
down
the
spout!
If
you
should get glue on or around
your eyes, do not use the Z-7
but
instead
flush
the
area
with water
and seek medical
attention.
(I always
wear
goggles
when
I use
these
glues.
- Bunny) If you should
glue
your. fingers
together,
the Z-7 will break down the
glue.
In any case be sure to
wash your hands when done
using these glues.
These quick glue products
can
be
bought
at
hobby
stores, predominately
in radio
co.ntrol hobby shops.
I hope
i ~his
study
and
tutorial
is
i informative
/ and useful for all
small scale model rocketry.
I
hope to do testing on D to F
engine kits next year.
Please
addre~s
your
comments
and
suggestions
to
me
via
Compuserve's
EASYPLEX
Electronic
Mail.
I

